
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of driver technician. We appreciate you taking the time to review the
list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the
qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for driver technician

Develops and executes efficient delivery schedules and their associated
routes based level readings, customer availability and lowest possible cost
Places requests for orders the appropriate quantity of cryogens from the
LINDE CSC to meet the proposed schedule
Loads, delivers and fill the cryogens into the MRI Units by following Linde's
LIMSS and relevant manufacturer procedures and directions from Lead
Cryofill technicians
Record the appropriate data at the customer site, in CryoFill Management
System (CMS) & complete necessary data forms
Must be on call 24 x 7 and carry a cell phone
Interact with the customer's field service engineers to provide feedback or to
answer any questions they might have about our service
Evening/night shift/weekend work typical to meet customer magnet
availability
Transport and deliver hazardous materials in wheeled dewars weighing up to
700 lbs moving dewars
The candidate must have no medical or other physical conditions that would
prevent them entering an MRI facility
Must possess sufficient strength and agility to transfer cryogenic materials
from dewar to a MRI

Qualifications for driver technician

Example of Driver Technician Job Description
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Able to photograph/video and report test incidents to a high degree of
clarity and details
Computer skilled and proficient with Microsoft applications such as,
Windows, Word, Excel, and Outlook
Analyze test data for proper function and reporting
Provide feedback to possible design issues or changes needed for cost,
performance and safety
Willing to test at remote locations, for long period of time throughout North
America


